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Abstract
The ideal data structure for storing dynamic graphs would support fast updates as well as fast range queries which underlie graph traversals such as breadth-first search. The Packed Memory Array (PMA) seems like a good candidate for this setting because it supports fast updates as well as cache-efficient range queries. Concurrently updating a PMA raises challenges, however, because an update may require rewriting the entire structure.

This paper introduces a parallel PMA with intra- and inter-operation parallelism and deadlock-free polylogarithmic-span operations. Our main observation is that the PMA is well-suited to concurrent updates despite occasionally requiring a rewrite of the entire structure because 1) most of the updates only write to a small part of the structure and 2) the worst case is highly parallel and cache-efficient.

To evaluate our data structure, we implemented Parallel Packed Compressed Sparse Row (PPCSR), a dynamic-graph processing framework that extends the Ligra interface with graph updates. We show that PPCSR is on average about 1.6x faster on graph kernels than Aspen, a state-of-the-art graph-streaming system. PPCSR achieves up to 80 million updates per second and is 2–5x faster than Aspen on most batch sizes. Finally, PPCSR is competitive with Ligra and Ligra+, two state-of-the-art static graph-processing frameworks.

1 Introduction
Since many real-world sparse graphs change in real-time, there has been significant research effort devoted to systems for storing and processing dynamic graphs [19, 28, 33, 18, 10, 21, 22]. These systems must process a stream of updates (e.g. edge-weight update, or edge insertions and deletions) and a stream of queries quickly. That is, both update latency and query processing time must be fast. In this paper, we focus on parallel data structure design optimized specifically for fast cache-efficient range queries while still maintaining fast updates.

A suitable data structure for dynamic graphs must support efficient vertex neighbor queries in order to gather a vertex's neighbors for the next phase of the algorithm. Many graph algorithms, such as breadth-first search and betweenness centrality, can be expressed by iteratively processing a set of active vertices and their neighbors [42]. Therefore, efficient data structures for graph processing should store neighbors as close as possible for locality during range queries.

There is a tradeoff between update and range query performance in data structure design. For example, a hash table can achieve $O(1)$ amortized update cost [14, Chapter 11], but a range query $r(u, v)$ must take $O(v - u)$ work. At the other extreme, a range query in a sorted array with $n$ elements takes $O(\log n + k)$ work, where $k$ is the number of elements in the range, but updating a sorted array takes $O(n)$ work.

In the static setting, Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) [47], a canonical storage format for sparse graphs, achieves optimal performance for range queries by storing edges in a contiguous sorted array. Unfortunately, CSR is a static storage format: adding an edge to CSR may require shifting the entire edge array. Inspired by the cache-friendliness of CSR, Packed Compressed Sparse Row (PCSR) [50] replaced the edge array in CSR with a Packed Memory Array (PMA) [24, 5] for (amortized) $O(\log^2 |E|)$ update cost and asymptotically optimal range queries.

There are a couple of factors that make PCSR a good candidate for processing dynamic graphs beyond its theoretical guarantees. First, the observed update cost of PCSR is much better in practice than its theoretical bound might suggest because the worst-case rewrites are cache-efficient [50]. Additionally, PCSR avoids pointer indirections in contrast with non-contiguous data structures such as search trees (e.g. B-trees), which require pointer chasing. Finally, PCSR supports efficient scans and has good cache locality because the elements are laid out contiguously in memory.

1.1 Parallelization Strategies In this paper, we propose parallel modifications to augment the PMA with both intra- and inter-operation parallelism to improve the performance. Intra-operation parallelism exploits logically parallel work present in the operations themselves, while inter-operation parallelism
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A range query $r(u, v)$ in a data structure takes two indices $u, v$ and returns all elements in the range $[u, v]$. 
enables multiple threads to update or query the data structure at the same time.

For example, a PMA could support inter-operation parallelism without intra-operation parallelism by running the operations at the same time, but doing the work of each sequentially [6, 15].

We shall analyze the costs of intra-operation parallelism using the work-span model [14, Chapter 27]. The work is the total time to execute the entire algorithm on one processor. The span is the longest serial chain of dependencies in the computation (or the runtime in instructions on an infinite number of processors). The parallelism of an algorithm is the work divided by the span. In the work-span model, a parallel for loop on $N$ iterations with $O(1)$ work per iteration has $O(N)$ work and $O(\log N)$ span because loops can be implemented with divide-and-conquer fork-join parallelism.

The PMA is well-suited to intra-operation parallelization because the expensive operations are highly parallel. In the worst case, an update in a PMA with $n$ elements may require rewriting the entire structure, which takes $O(n)$ work. This work can be parallelized, however. As we will see, updating a PMA has $O(\log^2 n)$ span in the worst case.

Furthermore, we will use the shared-memory multiple-writer / multiple-reader model for inter-operation parallelism for generality.

There are several challenges in supporting inter-operation parallelism in a PMA when compared to search trees. In parallel search trees with locking, updates or queries may only need to acquire a few locks at a time (e.g. in hand-over-hand locking) to do an update or a query. Furthermore, purely functional trees may not even require locking because they can take a snapshot without traversing the entire structure [18]. These tree-based locking or snapshotting schemes do not directly translate to a PMA. Furthermore, an update to a search tree requires updating only a few nodes and pointers, while an update to a PMA (in the worst case) may require table doubling and rewriting the entire structure [50], which would seem to put the PMA at a disadvantage in terms of the fraction of the structure that needs to be locked. Previous work confirms this intuition: a PMA with locking and multiple writers achieves much lower update throughput when compared to search-tree variants optimized for writes [15].

We will show that a parallel PMA with locking can simultaneously achieve high update throughput and fast queries. The worst case of rewriting the entire structure during an update not only happens extremely rarely, but also is fast in practice because it is cache-efficient.

1.2 Contributions We describe **Parallel Packed Compressed Sparse Row** (PPCSR), a graph storage format based on a PMA with parallel modifications to support both inter- and intra-operation parallelism. Along the way, we show how to parallelize a PMA with polylogarithmic span for each operation. Furthermore, we introduce a deadlock-free locking scheme with polylogarithmic span.

We implemented PPCSR and found that it enables fast serializable phased updates and queries. That is, multiple writers can update concurrently, or multiple readers can read concurrently, but not both. To enable queries PPCSR extends the interface from Ligra [42], a static graph-processing framework. Therefore, all algorithms implemented with Ligra, such as graph-traversal algorithms, local graph algorithms [44], and others [17, 16] can be run on top of PPCSR with minor cosmetic changes.

We evaluate PPCSR and compare it to Aspen [18], Ligra [42], and Ligra+ [43], three state-of-the-art graph processing frameworks. Aspen is a graph-streaming framework, while Ligra and Ligra+ are static graph-processing frameworks. Although we expect the static graph-processing frameworks to outperform dynamic systems, we compare them on query cost to evaluate the cost of updatability. Therefore, we compare Aspen and PPCSR on update throughput, and all systems on graph kernel performance.

PPCSR achieves up to 80 million updates per second. As shown in Figure 2, PPCSR is 2 – 5x faster than Aspen on small-batch updates but between 2 – 5x slower on batch sizes of at least 10 million.

Furthermore, PPCSR supports efficient queries. As shown in Figure 1, PPCSR outperforms Aspen by about 1.6x on average on the four tested graph kernels. PPCSR is competitive with Ligra and Ligra+. On average, PPCSR is 1.25x slower than Ligra.

To be specific, our contributions are as follows:

- The design and theoretical analysis of a parallel PMA that supports intra- and inter-operation parallelism.
- An implementation of PPCSR on top of the parallel PMA using Cilk [23].
- An experimental study of PPCSR compared to Aspen, Ligra, and Ligra+ that demonstrates that PPCSR supports efficient updates and queries.

**Map** The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present necessary preliminaries in Section 2. We describe modifications to the PMA to make parallelization easier...
Parallel implementations of prefix sum [8] can be done in place in $O(N)$ work and $O(\log N)$ span.

Parallel memcpy. The `memcpy(src, dest, size)` copies `size` bytes of data from location `src` to location `dest`. It can be implemented in parallel using a single parallel for loop in $O(size)$ work and $O(\log(size))$ span.

2.1 Packed Memory Array A Packed Memory Array [5, 24] (PMA) maintains elements in order in an array with spaces between its elements. A PMA holds $n$ elements in $N = O(n)$ cells and supports updates with amortized $O(\log^2 n)$ work. Point queries in a PMA take $O(\log n)$ work, and range queries $r(s, t)$ that return $k$ elements have $O(\log n + k)$ work.

The PMA is composed of a contiguous implicit complete binary tree with leaves of size $\log N$. That is, the implicit tree has $N/\log N$ leaves and height $\log(N/\log N)$. Each leaf $i \in \{0, \ldots, N/\log N - 1\}$ encompasses cells in the region $[i \log N, (i + 1) \log N)$, and each internal node encompasses all of the cells of its descendants. The height of a node is the distance from that node to a leaf.

Each node of the PMA tree has an upper and lower density bound on its density, or the fraction of occupied cells in its region. When breached, these bounds are enforced by redistributing elements among its neighboring nodes, equalizing the densities between them.

Operations. A PMA implements three external operations:

- `insert`: inserts an element into the PMA.
- `delete`: deletes an element from the PMA.
- `search`: finds an element in the PMA.

Range queries in a PMA can be implemented by searching for the start of the range and doing a forward scan until the end of the range.

In order to implement the external operations, a PMA also supports the following internal operations as subroutines:

- `count_non_nulls`: returns the number of elements of each PMA leaf in a specified region.
- `redistribute`: spreads elements from a node evenly among the leaves in the subtree rooted at that node.
- `double_pma`: doubles the size of the PMA.
- `halve_pma`: halves the size of the PMA.

The functions `count_non_nulls` and `redistribute`
take start and end indices \( s,t \) that must be at the beginning and end of PMA nodes, respectively (i.e. \( s,t \mod \log N = 0 \)). Additionally, \( (t-s)/\log N = 2^x \) for some non-negative integer \( x \).

2.2 Graph notation A graph is a way of storing objects as vertices and connections between those objects as edges.

A graph \( G = (V,E,w) \) is a set of vertices\(^4\) \( V \), a set of edges \( E \), and an edge weight function \( w \). We denote the number of vertices \( |V| \), the number of edges \( |E| \), and the degree of a vertex \( v \in V \) is \( \deg(v) \). Each vertex \( v \in V \) is represented by a unique non-negative integer less than \( |V| \) (i.e. \( v \in \{0,1,\ldots,|V|-1\} \)). Each edge is a 2-tuple \( (u,v) \) where \( u,v \in V \). Finally, the weight function \( w \) maps each edge \( e \in E \) to a non-zero real weight \( w(e) \in \mathbb{R}, w(e) \neq 0 \).

3 PMA modifications

We give several modifications that can be made to a PMA which will aid in parallelizing it without impacting its theoretical guarantees.

Density bound. To ensure that parallel threads can always insert without waiting or blocking, we add a stricter upper density bound to the leaves of the PMA that ensures leaves are never completely full. Given an original upper density bound at the leaves \( d_{\text{leaf}} \), the new upper density bound at the leaves of the PMA is \( \min(d_{\text{leaf}}, (\log N - 1)/\log N) \). Since

\[
\lim_{N \to \infty} (\log N - 1)/\log N = 1,
\]

the additional density requirement does not impact the asymptotic behavior of the PMA. The extra bound ensures that a thread can always place an element immediately into the PMA and will only wait in the redistribute phase of an insert.

Packed-left property. To parallelize locking, we enforce a packed-left property of the nodes in the PMA so that inserts into one region do not spill over into others. Instead of evenly distributing elements in the PMA leaves, we put them all contiguously at the beginning of the leaf. The packed-left property along with the non-full density bound ensure that a thread will never shift elements into another node’s region, which facilitates locking. Similarly, a delete would re-compress elements to the left at the beginning of each leaf.

Scanning over a PMA with the packed-left property asymptotically reduces the number of wasted accesses. When scanning over a standard PMA, each cell is checked

\[\begin{array}{llllllll}
1 & 5 & - & - & 8 & - & - & 20 & - \\
\end{array}\]

\[\text{insert(4)}\]

\[\begin{array}{llllllll}
1 & 4 & - & 5 & 8 & - & - & 20 & - \\
\end{array}\]

Figure 3: An example of inserting into a PMA with a leaf size of 4 and a leaf density bound of 0.5.

to see if it is null or not. The packed-left property reduces the number of empty cells evaluated to \( O(N/\log N) \) from \( O(N) \) because a pass through each leaf evaluates at most one empty cell.

The packed-left property maintains the work bounds of the original PMA because the original PMA evenly distributes elements in a leaf after inserting into that leaf \( [5,7] \), which requires reading and writing to each cell in that leaf. In the worst case, inserts into a PMA with the packed-left property also require reading and writing to each cell in the associated leaf. Furthermore, a PMA with the packed-left property maintains the cache-efficiency of the original PMA.

4 Intra-operation parallelism

In this section we prove that all the PMA operations have polylogarithmic span. Section 2 describes the primitive parallel operations memcpy and prefix sum. Given an input of size \( n \), parallel memcpy and prefix sum have \( O(n) \) work and \( O(\log n) \) span. All other omitted subroutines and proofs appear in Appendix A.

4.1 Internal Operations The redistribute function enforces the density bound of a region in the PMA. Specifically, the redistribute\((s,t)\) function guarantees that all nodes in the region defined by \( s,t \) respect their density bounds.

**Theorem 4.1.** redistribute\((s,t)\) has \( O(t-s) \) work and \( O(\log N) \) span.

**Proof.** The pseudocode\(^5\) for redistribute\((s,t)\) can be found in Figure 4.

By Lemma A.1, the call to count_non_zero\((s,t)\) has \( O(t-s) \) work and \( O(\log N) \) span. The function then prefix sums all the leaves in the range in \( O(t-s) \) work and \( O(\log N) \) span.

The first parallel_for has \( O(t-s) \) work and \( O(\log N) \) span. The second parallel_for iterates over the number of leaves, which is \( (t-s)/\log N \), so the span

\(^4\)In other works, vertices are sometimes called nodes. For clarity, in this work, we will always call these graph elements vertices and use nodes to refer to the implicit PMA tree.

\(^5\)Unless otherwise specified, all divisions in pseudocode are integer division (rounded down).
def redistribute(s, t):
    counts = count_non_nulls(s, t)
    temp[t - s] = create_array
    parallel_prefix_sum(counts)
    # copy and pack all edges to temp
    parallel_for k in [s, t); k += log(N):
        if i == s: start = 0
        else: start = counts[i-1]
        for j in [k*log(N), (k+1)*log(N)):
            if pma[j] is not null:
                temp[start] = pma[j], start++
                pma[j] = null

num_leaves = (t - s) / log(N)
end_idx = counts.size - 1
leaf_avg = counts[end_idx] / num_leaves
extra = counts[end_idx] % count_per_leaf

parallel_for i in [0, num_leaves):
    # number of items for this leaf
    for_leaf = leaf_avg + (i < extra)
    # start of leaf in temp and in PMA
    tmp_start = leaf_avg+i + min(i, extra)
    leaf_start = s + (i * log(N))

    # copy edges into PMA
    memcpy(pma[leaf_start],
           &temp[tmp_start], for_leaf)

Figure 4: Pseudocode for redistribute(s, t).

of the second parallel_for is

\[ O(\log((t-s)/\log(N)) = O(\log(N)/\log(N)). \]

Therefore, the work and span of this parallel_for are \( O(t-s) \) and \( O(\log N) \), respectively.

The total work and span of redistribute(s, t) are therefore \( O(t-s) \) and \( O(\log N) \), respectively.

Resizing the PMA. If the PMA becomes too dense or sparse, it may have to be resized with the double_pma and halve_pma functions. Given a PMA of \( N \) cells, both subroutines take \( O(N) \) work and \( O(\log(N)) \) span. At a high level, the functions densify the data, resize the PMA, and redistribute the data into the new size. The details can be found in Appendix A.

4.2 External Operations Next, we describe and analyze the insert function. The insert(lo, hi, v) function inserts an element \( v \) into a sorted region beginning at index \( lo \) and ending at index \( hi \). Each insert in a PMA requires a search to find the location to insert the element, which has \( O(\log N) \) span because it is a binary search on the PMA. Appendix A describes binary searching with null values in a PMA.

def insert(lo, hi, v):
    depth = log(N / log(N)), height = depth
    index = search(lo, hi, v)
    # slide elements to the right until a
    null space is found
    slide_right(index)
    pma[index] = v
    # range of this leaf we inserted into
    start = (index / log(N)) * log(N)
    end = start + log(N)
    counts = count_non_nulls(start, end)

    # non-integer division
    density = float(counts[0]) / log(N)
    while density > density_bound(depth):
        # get start and end of parent nodes
        start = get_parent_start(start, depth)
        end = get_parent_end(end, depth)
        count = get_element_count(start, end)
        density = float(count) /
                   (log(N) >> (height - depth))
        depth = depth - 1
        if depth < 0:
            double_pma()
            return

    redistribute(start, end)

Figure 5: Pseudocode for inserting into a PMA.

Inserting into a PMA takes amortized \( O(\log^2 N) \) work [5] with the parallel modifications as described in Section 3.

Theorem 4.2. insert(lo, hi, v) has \( O(\log^2 N) \) worst-case span.

Proof. The pseudocode for the insert(lo, hi, v) function can be found in Figure 5. By Lemma A.3, the search(lo, hi, v) function has \( O(\log N) \) span. The slide-right function touches at most \( O(\log(N)) \) cells of the PMA, so it also has \( O(\log N) \) span. There are at most \( O(\log N) \) calls to count_non_nulls(s, t) and parallel_sum, which each have \( O(\log N) \) span by Lemma A.1. Lastly, there is one call to either double_pma or redistribute(s, t), which have \( O(\log N) \) span by Lemma A.2 and Theorem 4.1.

The bound in Theorem 4.2 is tight for the worst case when we must redistribute the entire PMA. The worst case is rare, however, and only happens once every \( O(N) \) operations. We can also analyze the amortized span, or the total span of a set of parallel operations performed one at a time.

Theorem 4.3. insert(lo, hi, v) has \( O(\log N) \) amortized span.
Proof. The pseudocode for the insert(lo, hi, v) function can be found in Figure 5. The bulk of this proof will focus on analyzing the costs of count_non_nulls(s, t) function, which vary over inserts.

As before, search and slide_right have $O(\log N)$ span.

Each insertion requires counting the elements in the corresponding leaf to check its density, which has $O(\log \log N)$ span. This is done by the helper routine get_element_counts which returns the number of elements in a region by counting them in parallel with logarithmic span. For every $N/\log N$ insertions, we will have to redistribute a larger section. Specifically, we will have to redistribute $2^j$ leaves every $N/(2^i \log N)$ insertions for positive integers $i$.

Let $H = \log(N/\log N)$, the height of the PMA. We calculate the “extra” span $T(N)$ of these redistributes over $N$ insertions.

\[
T(N) = \frac{N}{\log N} \sum_{j=1}^{H} \frac{1}{2^j} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{j} \log(2^i \log N) \right)
\]

\[
= \frac{N}{\log N} \sum_{j=1}^{H} \frac{1}{2^j} \left( j \log \log N + \sum_{i=1}^{j} i \right)
\]

\[
= \frac{N}{\log N} \left( \log \log N \sum_{j=1}^{H} \frac{j}{2^j} + \sum_{j=1}^{H} \frac{j(j+1)}{2^{j+1}} \right)
\]

\[
\leq \frac{N}{\log N} \left( 2 \log \log N + 4 \right) = O \left( \frac{N \log \log N}{\log N} \right).
\]

The “total span” of counting the non-nulls over $N$ insertions is therefore $O \left( (\log \log N)/\log N + N \log \log N \right)$. Dividing the “total span” by $N$ yields $O(\log \log N)$ amortized span for the calls to count_non_nulls(s, t) over $N$ insertions.

There is one call to either double_pma or redistribute(s, t) on each insertion, which both have $O(\log N)$ span by Lemma A.2 and Theorem 4.1.

Deleting an element from the PMA is symmetric to inserting an element and has $O(\log^2 N)$ work, $O(\log^2 N)$ worst-case span, and $O(\log N)$ amortized span. A delete requires a search to find the element, a slide left to overwrite it, and a redistribute(s, t) with lower density bounds to maintain the density requirements.

5 Inter-operation parallelism

To allow for multiple writers in parallel, we augment the PMA with one lock per leaf\(^6\) of the PMA. To maintain

\(^6\)Locking each leaf is equivalent to locking nodes at any set depth in the tree, which trades off between locking overhead and parallelism.

the bounds from Section 4, we describe a locking scheme with polylogarithmic worst-case span assuming grabbing a lock takes $O(1)$ work.

Description of locks. We implemented reader-writer locks with a ranking system for prioritizing redistribute. When unlocking a lock, a thread can mark the lock so that the lock can only be taken by another thread with higher rank.

Grabbing locks in parallel. We show how to grab locks in parallel without deadlock and with polylogarithmic span. The only time we need to grab multiple locks at once is on a redistribute, where a thread will grab all the locks in the subtree rooted at the node it is redistributing.

We will now describe a scheme for grabbing contiguous sequences of locks on leaves in parallel called lock_order according to implicit priorities of each leaf in the PMA. The lock_order algorithm serially iterates over each priority in order and grabs the locks with that priority in parallel.

The lock_order algorithm first assigns implicit priorities to each leaf in the PMA depending on its index. The priority of a leaf with index $i$ is popcount(i). The popcount function returns the number of ones in the bit representation of a number. For example, since $5 = 0b101$, popcount(5) = 2. We provide an example of how to assign priorities to nodes in Figure 6.

Remark 1. The height of the root of any subtree defines the “pattern” of popcounts, but not the minimum popcount of the leaves in that subtree. For example, consider leaves 0-3 and 4-7 in Figure 6, which correspond to two subtrees with roots at the same level. The popcounts of consecutive leaves in each subtree have the same differences between them but have different minimums in the different subtrees. The unique minimum priority of any leaf in a subtree is the priority of the first leaf in that subtree. Consider leaves 4-7 in the second: their minimum popcount is 1 because the upper bit must be set ($4 = 0b100$).

We now prove that this parallel locking scheme is deadlock-free and has polylogarithmic span.

Theorem 5.1. Grabbing locks for any two nodes in the PMA using lock_order is deadlock-free.

Proof. We will show the theorem using case analysis. Suppose two threads are trying to grab locks for two nodes $a$ and $b$. We denote the set of leaves in the subtree rooted at some node $\gamma$ with leaves($\gamma$).

Case 1: leaves(a) $\cap$ leaves(b) = $\emptyset$. Since the regions have no locks in common, grabbing them in parallel will not cause deadlock.
Leaves 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Priorities 0 1 1 2 1 2 2 3

Priorities 1 1 2 1 2 2 3

\[ \Theta(lg N) \] \( \Theta(lg N) \) \( \Theta(lg N) \) \( \Theta(lg N) \) \( \Theta(lg N) \) \( \Theta(lg N) \)

Figure 6: The indices of leaves in a PMA and the associated priorities.

Case 2: \( leaves(a) = leaves(b) \). If \( a = b \), there will be a unique leaf with lowest priority according to Remark 1. The thread that grabs it first will grab the rest of the region while the other one waits for it, avoiding circular wait.

Case 3: \( leaves(a) \subseteq leaves(b) \) (w.l.o.g.). Let \( \text{left}_a \) be the leftmost leaf in \( leaves(a) \). Since \( \text{left}_a \) has smaller priority than all the other leaves in \( leaves(a) \), both threads will attempt to grab it before any other leaf in \( leaves(a) \). Therefore, whoever grabs \( \text{left}_a \) will be able to grab \( leaves(a) \) first. There is no circular wait because the thread trying to grab the locks of \( a \) need no locks outside of \( leaves(a) \).

In all cases, there is no circular wait and therefore no deadlock. \( \square \)

Lemma 5.1. Grabbing all the locks for any node in the PMA according to lock order has polylogarithmic span assuming \( O(1) \) work to grab a lock.

Proof. There are at most \( log N \) distinct priorities because there are at most \( log N \) bits required to represent the priority of a node. Furthermore, there are at most \( N \) locks with each priority, so grabbing all the locks with a given priority in parallel has \( O(log N) \) span. Therefore, the total span is \( O(log^2 N) \) in the worst case. \( \square \)

Since most operations take locks for a small region of the PMA (e.g. inserts or small redistributes), it is rare to have to wait on another thread with a lock.

6 Parallel Packed Compressed Sparse Row

We review the serial Packed Compressed Sparse Row [50] (PCSR) data structure based on the PMA and describe a locking protocol for PPCSR in order to enable multiple parallel writers. Appendix B describes how to implement graph operations in parallel using the operations described in Section 4.

Compressed Sparse Row. Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) is a common storage format for sparse graphs [47, 36]. It stores a graph as a set of three dense arrays: a vertex array, an edge array, and a weights array. The edge array holds the edges first sorted by source, then by destination. The weights array stores the weights according to the order of edges in the edge array. The vertex array has one entry for each vertex corresponding to the start of its region in the edge and weight array.

Packed Compressed Sparse Row. PCSR replaces the dense edge and weight array of CSR with a PMA. Each cell in the vertex list stores pointers to the beginning and end of the region in the edge PMA corresponding to the edges of that vertex.

PCSR also stores sentinels at the beginning of a vertex’s region in the edge PMA. Sentinels are special elements that hold pointers to the region’s source in the vertex array. These sentinels facilitate updates to the vertex list when elements are shifted in the edge PMA.

PCSR requires a constant factor more space than CSR. The vertex array takes twice as much space because it stores a pointer to the beginning and end of each region. The edge PMA takes \( O(m + n) \) cells compared to the \( m \) cells in CSR.

Figure 7 contains an example of a graph stored in PPCSR.

In Section 5, we described how to lock a traditional PMA with one lock per node. In PPCSR, where there may be more than one lock per node from multiple vertices, grabbing all the associated vertex locks can be done sequentially: that lock to a higher level of the PMA tree. We present an example of how vertex regions might be distributed among PMA nodes in Figure 8.

7 Empirical evaluation

In this section, we empirically evaluate PPCSR and compare it with Aspen [18], a state-of-the-art graph-streaming system, and Ligra [42]/Ligra+ [43], two static graph-processing systems. We evaluate all systems corresponding to the start of its region in the edge and weight array.
on algorithm speed and memory usage, and Aspen and PPCSR on update throughput. We implemented four algorithms in PPCSR: breadth-first search (BFS), single-source betweenness centrality (BC), PageRank (PR), and connected components (CC).

**Experimental setup.** We implemented PPCSR as a c++ library parallelized using Cilk Plus [23] and the Tapir [37][38] branch of the LLVM [29, 30] compiler. We compiled Aspen, Ligra, and Ligra+ with g++ version 7.5.

All experiments were run on a 48-core 2-way hyper-threaded Intel® Xeon® Platinum 8275CL CPU @ 3.00GHz with 189GB of memory from AWS [1].

**Types of graphs.** We tested on both real social network graphs and synthetic graphs. Social network graphs usually have a few very high-degree vertices while the rest of the vertices have low degree according to a power-law distribution [4]. We used the LiveJournal (LJ) and Orkut social network graphs from the SNAP dataset [31]. LiveJournal is a directed graph of the LiveJournal social network [9], and Orkut is an undirected graph of the Orkut social network. We also generated a random (rMAT) graph by sampling edges from an rMAT generator [12] with $a = 0.5; b = c = 0.1; d = 0.3$ to match the distribution from Aspen [18]. Finally, we generated a random Erdős-Rényi (ER) graph [20] with $n = 10,000,000$ and $p = 0.000005$ which was then symmetrized.

We used symmetrized versions of all the graphs for a fair comparison with the publicly available version of Aspen, which supports only unweighted undirected graphs. To store undirected unweighted graphs in PPCSR, we store directed edges both ways with weight 1. The sizes of all the graphs can be found in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Vertices</th>
<th>Edges</th>
<th>Avg. Deg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LiveJournal (LJ)</td>
<td>4,847,571</td>
<td>85,702,474</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orkut</td>
<td>3,072,627</td>
<td>234,370,166</td>
<td>76.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rMAT</td>
<td>8,388,608</td>
<td>563,816,288</td>
<td>60.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erdős-Rényi (ER)</td>
<td>10,000,000</td>
<td>1,000,009,436</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Sizes of (symmetrized) graphs used.

PPCSR is uncompressed. Aspen allows read-only operations (e.g. queries) during writing transactions, and vice versa (i.e. it does not use locks). It requires that the writer is sequentialized, however. In contrast, PPCSR supports concurrent readers or writers but uses locks, which prevents concurrent reading and writing in the same region of the data structure.

For simplicity, we implemented a locking scheme that grabs locks in a serial forward pass in PPCSR rather than according to the priority-based scheme described in Section 5. Since there is still an order to the locks, the forward-pass method is also deadlock-free. Although this method is not logarithmic in the worst case, almost all the operations only modify a small region of the PMA, so a thread usually only has to grab a constant number of locks.

Ligra is a static graph processing system that uses CSR as its underlying graph representation. Ligra+ adds data compression on top of the Ligra CSR representation.

### 7.1 Updates
We show that the batch insertions in PPCSR achieves up to 80 million edges per second for batch insertions and report our findings in Figure 2 and Table 2. To further optimize for large batches, PPCSR supports merging in a batch of edges. PPCSR outperforms Aspen on batches of up to 1,000,000 edges, while Aspen is faster on batch sizes of at least 10,000,000.

**Setup.** To generate our edges, we sample directed edges from the same rMAT generator that we used to generate the synthetic rMAT graph. To evaluate our insertion and deletion throughput, we add batches of directed edges to the LJ and ER graph in parallel (with potential duplicates). We report the average of 20 trials on small batches and the average of 5 trials on large batches.

**Discussion.** PPCSR is 2–5x faster than Aspen on batch sizes up to 100,000, competitive with Aspen on batches of 1,000,000, but does not scale with larger batch sizes as Aspen does. However, most highly dynamic graphs require much less throughput for huge batches. For example, Twitter averages 5,700 tweets per second, and peaked at 140,000 tweets per second [35].

Aspen implements batch insertions as a per-vertex merge, while PPCSR implements batch insertions as concurrent point insertions. For a batch size of $B$ edges and a PPCSR representation with $|E|$ edges, merging in the batch takes $O(B + |E|)$ work. Since it is theoretically better to perform a merge when the batch size is very large ($B \approx O(|E|/\log^2 |E|)$), PPCSR supports merging in very large batches. Since insert and delete throughput in both systems were comparable, we illustrate only the insert throughput in Figure 2.
In practice, memory bandwidth is the main bottleneck in insertions in PPCSR because every insert requires a cache-inefficient binary search. Although theoretically insertions into the ER graph should be slower than insertions into the LJ graph because the ER graph is much bigger, in practice they are similar because the size of the binary search each insertion requires is similar.

PPCSR supports insertions much faster than its worst-case theoretical bound of $O(|E|)$ would suggest. The theoretical bound is given by an amortization of the rebalances, but in practice the rebalances are extremely cache-efficient.

### 7.2 Query performance

We evaluate the performance of PPCSR, Aspen, Ligra, and Ligra+ on BFS, PR, (single-source) BC, CC and report the exact runtimes in Table 3.

**Algorithm setup.** In order to run all algorithms using the same API as the other systems, we implemented the `EdgeMap` / `VertexSubset` interface proposed by Ligra in PPCSR. The `VertexSubset` in PPCSR has an additional optimization for the case when the frontier is all the vertices, which improves PR and CC. We keep track of whether the frontier is full and skip membership queries if it is.

For PR, we removed the early exit and damping from the Ligra implementation, ported it into PPCSR, and verified the correctness of the translation into Aspen in private communication. For BFS and BC, we ported the Ligra implementation into PPCSR and ran the native Aspen implementations. For CC, we converted the Ligra implementation into PPCSR and Aspen. For BFS and BC, we ran all systems starting from the same vertex.

We implemented all kernels in PPCSR assuming undirected graphs to compare with Aspen. For each graph kernel, we took the average of ten trials.

**PageRank.** Figure 9 illustrates the relative speed on PR of all the systems. On all the graphs we tested, PPCSR achieves between 1.2 – 2x speedup over Aspen on PR because PPCSR supports fast ordered traversals. Furthermore, PPCSR is competitive with Ligra and Ligra+ on PR (between 1 – 1.6x slower). PR is essentially a linear scan through the PMA because it iterates through all vertices.

**Breadth-first search.** Figure 10 illustrates the relative speed on BFS of all the systems. PPCSR is competitive (0.6 – 1.1x) with Aspen and is 1.1 – 1.6x slower than Ligra on BFS. We hypothesize that Aspen may experience extra work overheads due to compression. Furthermore, when the number of vertices in the BFS frontier is large, processing the frontier requires an efficient ordered scan through PPCSR.
Betweenness centrality. Figure 11 illustrates the relative speed on BC of all the systems. On BC, PPCSR is about 2x faster than Aspen, and competitive (about 1.3x) with Ligra. Since BC is more computationally- and memory-intensive than BFS, it requires more passes through the structures. PPCSR and Ligra support efficient ordered passes.

Connected components. Figure 12 illustrates the relative speed on CC of all the systems. PPCSR exhibits about 2x speedup over Aspen and achieves similar performance with Ligra on CC. Since CC starts with all vertices in the frontier, it has more iterations with many vertices, which PPCSR can traverse efficiently.

7.3 Memory usage By design, PPCSR should use about 2x the space of an unoptimized CSR representation to store the empty spaces of the PMA. It can store the billion-edge ER graph in about 16 GB.

PPCSR uses between 1.3 – 2.3x the space of Aspen, between 2 – 2.5x the space of Ligra, and 2.3 – 3.2x the space of Ligra+. We report the memory usage of all systems in Table 4. One reason for the space difference is that Aspen and Ligra+ use data compression techniques (e.g. delta compression), while PPCSR is uncompressed.

8 Related work

Many techniques for optimizing graph processing systems are independent of the underlying data structure.

Batching updates [19, 28, 33, 18] improves update throughput by amortizing the work of writing to the graph but may delay the time an update appears in the graph. If a graph processing system updates the graph only when it receives some number of updates, an update may have to wait for the batch to become sufficiently large.

Snapshotting [13, 27, 25, 26, 33] demonstrates the tradeoff between the overhead of taking snapshots and the freshness of the snapshot. More frequent snapshots are required for a more updated view of the graph, but taking snapshots requires extra processing. Snapshots can also convert a graph representation into a more traversal-friendly data structure [18]. Common traversal-based graph operations on dynamic graphs prefer the most up-to-date state of the graph [32].

Another technique is phasing the updates and queries separately [2, 10, 11, 19, 21, 22, 34, 41, 39, 40, 46, 48, 51]. This can improve the performance of queries since they do not need to worry about synchronization with insertions. However, all these approaches may delay queries. For example, a query may have to wait until after a snapshot is done or until a batch of edges was written to the graph.

9 Conclusions

Dynamic sparse graphs appear in applications from social networks to network routing and often see thousands of updates per second. We introduce Parallel Packed Compressed Sparse Row, a dynamic graph data structure which has parallel operations with polylogarithmic span and allows for concurrent updates and queries. In practice, PPCSR supports about 80 million updates per second while maintaining fast queries and traversals and performs updates much faster than its worst-case theoretical bounds would suggest. PPCSR is especially well-suited to graph traversals scan through all of the edges (e.g. PageRank).
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### Table 3: Running times of PPCSR, Ligra, Ligra+, and Aspen on BFS, PR, BC, and CC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>PPCSR</th>
<th>Ligra</th>
<th>Ligra+</th>
<th>Aspen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LJ</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orkut</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rMAT</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>3.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>2.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3: Running times of PPCSR, Ligra, Ligra+, and Aspen on BFS, PR, BC, and CC. $T_1$ denotes the time on one thread, and $T_{96}$ denotes the time on all (96) threads.*

### Table 4: Memory footprint (in GB) of the graphs on the different systems. PPCSR was run with weights, and all other systems were run without weights. To compare weighted and unweighted, we add the ideal $4 \times |E|$ (each weight is 4 bytes) to all structures which do not store weights, shown in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>PPCSR</th>
<th>Ligra</th>
<th>Ligra+</th>
<th>Aspen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LJ</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>.34 (.66)</td>
<td>.23 (.55)</td>
<td>.66 (.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orkut</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>.91 (1.78)</td>
<td>.53 (1.4)</td>
<td>1.04 (1.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rMAT</td>
<td>8.79</td>
<td>2.13 (4.23)</td>
<td>1.51 (3.61)</td>
<td>3.93 (6.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>3.76 (7.49)</td>
<td>2.82 (6.55)</td>
<td>7.06 (9.16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4: Memory footprint (in GB) of the graphs on the different systems. PPCSR was run with weights, and all other systems were run without weights. To compare weighted and unweighted, we add the ideal $4 \times |E|$ (each weight is 4 bytes) to all structures which do not store weights, shown in parentheses.*
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A Parallel PMA operations

We first specify a \texttt{count\_non\_nulls}(s, t) function that returns the number of non-nulls in each leaf in a region in the PMA defined by start and end indices \(s, t\).

\textbf{Lemma A.1.} \texttt{count\_non\_nulls}(s, t) has work \(O(t - s)\) and span \(O(\log N)\).

\textit{Proof.} We can count the number of non-empty cells in each leaf in parallel using the parallel prefix as defined in Section 2. There are \(t - s\) cells in the range, for work \(O(t - s)\) and span \(O(\log(t - s)) = O(\log N)\). \(\square\)

The \texttt{double\_pma} function doubles the number of cells in the PMA.

\textbf{Lemma A.2.} The \texttt{double\_pma} procedure has work \(O(N)\) and span \(O(\log N)\).

\textit{Proof.} PMA doubling requires initializing a new PMA of size \(2N\), copying over the old PMA into the new one, and redistributing the new PMA. Initializing the new PMA of size \(2N\) and copying over the old data has work \(O(N)\) and span \(O(\log N)\) since these operations take \(O(1)\) work per cell. As shown in Theorem 4.1, redistribute also has work \(O(N)\) and span \(O(\log N)\). Therefore, \texttt{double\_pma} has work \(O(N)\) and span \(O(\log N)\). \(\square\)

Finally, the \texttt{halve\_pma} function is the inverse of the \texttt{double\_pma} function and requires initializing a new PMA of half the size and copying over the elements into the new PMA. It has the same asymptotic behavior as \texttt{double\_pma} with \(O(N)\) work and \(O(\log N)\) span.

A.1 External operations

The search function \texttt{search(lo, hi, v)} checks a sorted region of the PMA bounded by \(lo, hi\) (the beginning and end of the region, respectively) and returns the location of the smallest element that is at least \(v\).

\textbf{Lemma A.3.} \texttt{search(lo, hi, v)} has \(O(\log(hi - lo))\) work and span.

\textit{Proof.} The pseudocode for the \texttt{search} function can be found in Figure 13. We modify a traditional binary search to deal with null values. If the midpoint \texttt{pma[mid]} is null, we set the midpoint to the beginning of the next PMA leaf in \(O(1)\) instructions. Since we enforce the \texttt{packed-left} property in PMA leaves, the beginning of each leaf is guaranteed to be non-null. Checking whether a cell is null and computing the beginning of the next leaf take constant time. Suppose that at some level of the binary search \(hi - lo = \ell\). The maximum size of the next step is \(\ell/2 + \log N\). If \(\log N \approx \ell/2\), meaning that we do not decrease the size of the next binary search step by a constant fraction, then we can just look at all the cells serially with work and span \(O(\log N)\). Otherwise, \(\ell/2 + \log N = O(\ell/2)\) so we decrease the size of the search space by a constant fraction so we expect to take at most \(\log N\) binary search steps. \(\square\)

B Parallel graph operations

In this section, we show how to implement graph operations in PPCSR using the parallel PMA operations from Section 4. The read operations have logarithmic worst-case span and the write operations have polylogarithmic span.

B.1 Operations

A graph storage format supports the following operations:

- \texttt{find\_weight} returns the weight of an edge or 0 if it is not in the graph.
- \texttt{find\_neighbors} returns the neighbors of a vertex.
- \texttt{add\_edge} sets the weight of an edge if it is already in the graph, or adds the edge and its weight it if it is not yet in the graph.
- \texttt{delete\_edge} removes an edge from the graph.
- \texttt{delete\_vertex} removes a vertex from the graph.

B.2 Read Operations

We can implement \texttt{find\_weight(u, v)} directly with \texttt{search(lo, hi, v)} in the PMA. From Lemma A.3, \texttt{find\_weight(u, v)} has \(O(\log(deg(u))\) work and span.

Next, we describe the \texttt{find\_neighbors} function, which finds the neighbors of a vertex in the graph. More formally, given a vertex \(u \in V\), \texttt{find\_neighbors}(u) returns a new set \(S_u\) of vertices such that for all \(v \in V\), \(v \in S_u\) if and only if \((u, v) \in E\). The pseudocode for \texttt{find\_neighbors} can be found in Figure 14.

```python
# returns the index of the first element with value at least v
def search(lo, hi, v):
    while (lo < hi):
        mid = (hi - lo) / 2
        if pma[mid] is null:
            # gets beginning of next leaf
            mid = ((mid / log(N)) + 1) * log(N)
        # do a linear scan of size O(log N)
        if mid > hi:
            for i in [lo, hi):
                if pma[i] >= v: return i
        # pma[mid] guaranteed to be non-null
        if pma[mid] is v: return mid
        else: lo = mid
    return lo
```

Figure 13: Pseudocode for \texttt{search(lo, hi, v)}.
def find_neighbors(u):
    start = vertices[u].start
    end = vertices[u].end
    counts[end - start]
    # end - start = O(deg(u))
    parallel_for i in [start, end):
        if edges[i] is not null:
            counts[i - start] = 1
        else:
            counts[i - start] = 0
    parallel_prefix_sum(counts)
    output[counts[end - start - 1]]
    parallel_for i in [start, end):
        if counts[i] > counts[i-1]:
            output[counts[i-1]] = edges[i]
    return output

Figure 14: Pseudocode for find_neighbors in PPCSR.

Lemma B.1. find_neighbors(u) has O(deg(u)) work and O(log(deg(u))) span.

Proof. Each parallel_for loop that iterates over O(deg(u)) cells has work O(deg(u)) and span O(log(deg(u))) because it iterates through O(deg(u)) cells in parallel. The parallel_prefix_sum on an array of length N can be implemented with span O(log N) [8]. The rest of the function takes O(1) work. □

B.3 Write Operations We begin by describing add_edge and showing how to implement it with parallel PMA operations. add_edge(u, v, w(u, v)) sets the value of the edge (u, v) = w(u, v). If the edge (u, v) ∉ E, add_edge adds it to the graph with weight w(u, v).

Theorem B.1. add_edge(u, v, w(u, v)) has amortized O(log²(m + n)) work, O(log²(m + n)) worst-case span, and O(log(m + n)) amortized span.

Proof. The add_edge(u, v, w(u, v)) function updates the edge structure in PPCSR. First, we do a search to check if the edge already exists: if so, we update its weight. This takes O(log(deg(u))) work and span by Lemma A.3.

Otherwise, we need to insert a new edge using insert. We modify insert to handle moving sentinels (in slide_right and redistribute). This modification takes O(1) work per edge because it checks if each cell contains a sentinel and if so, modifies the pointer to that sentinel in the vertex array. The insert function takes amortized work and worst-case span O(log²(m + n)) by Theorem 4.2 and amortized span O(log(m + n)) by Theorem 4.3. □

The delete_edge procedure is just the inverse of add_edge and has amortized O(log²(m + n)) work, O(log²(m + n)) worst-case span, and O(log(m + n)) amortized span.

Next, we describe how to implement add_vertex with add_edge. The add_vertex function adds a new vertex with index n to a graph with n vertices and updates the edge structure with a sentinel.

Lemma B.2. add_vertex has amortized O(log²(m + n)) work, O(log²(m + n)) worst-case span, and O(log(m + n)) amortized span.

Proof. The add_vertex function updates both the vertex and the edge structure in PPCSR. First, add_vertex appends a new vertex to the end of the vertex array in amortized O(1). If adding a new vertex triggers an O(n) work copy, the copy has O(log n) span. We then insert the sentinel in the same way we inserted an edge using a call to add_edge. □

The delete_vertex function can be implemented with amortized O(log²(m + n)) work, O(log²(m + n)) worst-case span, and O(log(m + n)) amortized span by keeping track of which vertices are deleted and rewriting the entire structure once half of them have been deleted.